Dear Editor concordanceout.eu
Subject: When did Brexit Mean EU
military Union?
Hi all, just been watching the 1st Oct 2018 Bruges
Group meeting with Andrea Jenkins MP, Priti Patel
MP and Owen Patterson MP on the panel.
[The Brexit event was recorded by Graham Eardley from
UKIP. The meeting can be seen in the link below. If
anyone can contact Graham he should put this out on
Youtube from 62 minutes.]
During the Q&A session @62 minutes a lady from the
audience said she'd "...like to see assurances from all of
you (the panel) I never wanted to see Europe a totally
unelected totalitarian rule our defence system, take
control of our army, our navy and air force and more
importantly decisions whether we go to warfare or not. I
don't ever want to see that. We must save our
sovereignty and control. I'd love to see what you have to
say"
All 3 on the panel started to wriggle (why?). The body
language said it they were uncomfortable with the
question and I can say their answers were not
reassuring whatsoever and perhaps this question needs
to be asked more often by audience members at every
Brexit event, because the media won't ask it, Brexit
event organisers and politicians don't like to

mention it either (why?).
Why are Brexiteer and Remainer politicians, including
Nigel Farage silent on EU military union?
Leave Means Leave said they would put EU military
union at the top of their Agenda at the first Bolton event,
but remained silent on it, at the second Birmingham
event
On the panel, Andrea Jenkins referred to efforts made
by David Banks from Veterans for Britain and
that "papers" had already been signed (by the
government with the EU), as if that was already a done
deal, a fait accompli, Priti Patel waffled on for a minute
about nothing and Owen Patterson kept stum.
Nothing was said about asking questions in parliament
to demand that we must not surrender control to
the EU whatsoever, must not "integrate" into an EU
Army, must not surrender control of our defence to the
EU ever.
Anyone would think there was some sort
of secret collective agreement or orders from up high in
LIBLABCON, not to discuss EU military and defence
union anywhere.
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